T he Plastics Challenge!
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In an open space, lay
out the Litter Timeli
ne cards
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7 Reflect

As a group, brainstorm all the plastic item
s that the
class use in a day. In small groups of 3/4,
children
should use the Plastic Challenge Planning Shee
t to list
the items that they personally use, identify
those
that are single-use plastic and identify an
alternative
to use during the Plastic Challenge. Each
child should
also decide if they are going to complete
the challenge
for a day, week or a full month.
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Suitable for ages:

All Years
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4 Investigate

Discuss the timeline.
Was anyone
surprised by the answ
ers? Which items co
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Could any of the items
be avoided? How? Vis
it the Plastic Challenge
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Paper

Months/years

Cardboard

2-5 years

Balloon

4 years

Plastic
carrier bag

20-50+ years

Crisp Packet

75 years

Drinks Can

450 years

Disposable
Nappy

500 years

Plastic Drink
Bottle

450-1000
years

Glass

Forever?

The Plastic Challenge Letter to Parents.
The following text has been written as a template to help you to inform your school community
about the Plastic Challenge. Please feel free to edit the text to suit your setting.
Dear Parents/Guardians,
As part of our learning about environmental responsibility and sustainable living, in school we will be
taking part in the Marine Conservation Society’s Plastic Challenge. This will involve cutting out use of
disposable plastic items for a day/week/month.
Plastic litter has a huge impact on our environment, with our ocean and its wildlife suffering due to
our use, and subsequent disposal of, throw-away plastic items. Taking part in the Plastic Challenge is
one way to raise awareness of our environmental footprint and the steps that we can all take to
make a difference.
If you would like to take part in the plastic challenge at home, and support our work in school, please
visit www.mcsuk.org/plasticchallenge for information about the challenge and how to sign up.
Yours sincerely,

Plastic Challenge Planning

Name:

1. Add any plastic items that you use to Column 1. They don’t have to be made from plastic only,
they might have plastic parts inside.
2. Decide if the item is:
single use - used once and then thrown away, like cotton buds
disposable - used several times then thrown away, like a biro pen
long-term - used for a long time, like a computer.
3. For single-use or disposable items, decide how you willl avoid using them during the challenge.

Plastic Items I Use

Single-use, disposable or long-term? I will avoid using the item by ...
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Our oceans have no boundaries,
and when it comes to rubbish in
the sea, that means it’s everyone’s
problem.

All caught up
Gyres are large rotating currents in our
ocean where water spirals around. It’s
where much of the litter that is floating
in the sea collects. The five main gyres
across the globe collect man-made
debris, especially plastic objects.
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You can make a difference
Never drop litter, recycle more and reduce the amount of plastic you use.

A resource from the Marine Conservation Society and Marks and Spencer.

Plastic Ocean

